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Abstract. In this paper, we consider the recognizable device of fuzzy bi-ω  language as 
fuzzy bi-ω  automata. Further, we extend the concept of homomorphism of semigroup 
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1. Introduction 
Bi - infinite or two sided infinite words are the natural extension of (right) infinite words 
[1,3,4,6]. This extension can be obtained by replacing the set of natural numbers by the set 
of integers, since the infinite words are the functions of natural numbers into the input 
alphabets. The theory was first extended in [5] and since then the study has been continued 
in [2]. 

Section 2 summarizes some preliminaries on fuzzy bi-ω  languages. Section 3 
gives the definition for fuzzy bi-ω  automaton to recognize fuzzy bi-ω  language. Section 
4 presents a definition for homomorphism of semigroup with bi-infinite products to accept 
bi-ω  languages and equivalence between fuzzy bi-ω  automaton and homomorphism of 
semigroup with bi-infinite product 

 
2. Fuzzy bi-ω  languages  
A function ω  from the set of integers Z  into the set of alphabets A  is called a 
bi-infinite string or bi-infinite word. A bi-infinite word is denoted as 

LL (1)(0)1)( ωωω −  or if we write iai =)(ω  for each Zi ∈ , then the bi-infinite word 

ω  is also denoted as LL 101 aaa− . The set of all bi-infinite words over the alphabet A  

is denoted by ωω A . Any subset of ωω A  is called the bi-infinite language. Any fuzzy set 
of ωω A  is called the fuzzy bi-infinite language. 

The shift function ωωωωτ AA →:  is defined for every ωωω A∈  and for 

every Zj ∈ , 1)(=))(( −jj ωωτ  or 1=)( −jj aaτ . Let L  be a bi-infinite of ωω A . 

Then,  
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 }. | )({=)( LL ∈ωωττ  

L  is said to be shift invariant if )(= LL τ . Shift invariant means that there is no special 

role for 0a . 

The set of infinite words ωA  is actually the set of right infinite words. Let Aω  
denote the set of left infinite words. We can build a left infinite word u  from the right 

infinite word w  in the following way. Let ,ωAw∈   

 ,  ,= Niwu ii ∈−  

denote w  the left infinite word defined by the right infinite word. In the similar way, we 

obtain a set }, | {= XwwX ∈  where X  is a right infinite language. 

Similarly, we can build a bi-infinite word uw=ω . Let Au ω∈  and ωAw∈ , 
then the bi-infinite word ω  is defined by  
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 and is denoted by ],[ wu . Suppose u  and w  are fuzzy left infinite word and fuzzy right 
infinite word, then the weight function is calculated as follows:  

 .,   },=|)()({=)( ωωωω AwAuuwwWuWW ∈∈∀∧∨  

Let )( AFX ω∈  and )( ωAFY∈ , then we write  

 },|],{[=],[ ωωωω AyAxAyxYX ∈∈∈  
and  

 ]).,([= YXXY n

Zn

τU
∈

 

 
3. Recognition of fuzzy bi-ω  languages by fuzzy bi-ω  automata  
In this section, we introduce the concept of fuzzy bi-ω  automaton to accept fuzzy bi-ω  
language. Further, we prove the equivalences of fuzzy bi-ω  language recognized by fuzzy 
bi-ω  automaton, fuzzy bi-ω  language obtained by fuzzy Buchi recognizable languages 
and bi-ω  rational languages. 
 
Definition 3.1. A fuzzy bi-ω  automaton is a 5-tuple ),,,,(= BIF fAS , where   

    • S is the finite set of states.  
    • A is the finite set of input alphabets.  
    • f : S ×  A ×  S →  [0,1] is the fuzzy transition function.  

    • I  : S  →  [0,1] is a fuzzy set of left-infinite repetitive states.  

    • B  : S  →  [0,1] is a fuzzy set of right-infinite repetitive states.  
 
Two transitions 0>),,( 1+iii ssf ω  and 0>),,( 1+jjj ssf ω  are consecutive if 

ji = . A run of the fuzzy bi-ω  automaton F  on a bi-ω  word LL 101= ωωωω −  is a 

bi-ω  word if ωω SsssR ∈− LL 101= . 
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The set of right infinitely often states that occurs in the run R  is denoted by 

)( +Rinf  and is defined by  

           }=  | {=)( ssthatsuchimanyinfinitelyexiststhereSsRinf i∈+  

A right infinite run in F  is successful if it visits B  infinitely often, that is, 

φ≠∩+
B)(Rinf . A fuzzy right ω -word is called an accepted word by F , if the 

corresponding right infinite run R  is successful in F . The set of right ω -words 

recognized by F  is a set of label of right successful runs in F  and is denoted by )(FωL  

The set of left infinitely often states that occurs in the run R  is denoted by 

)( −Rinf and is defined as  

           }= 0 | {=)( ssthatsuchimanyinfinitelyexiststhereSsRinf i≤∈−  

A left infinite run in F  is successful if it visits I  infinitely often, that is 

φ≠∩−
I)(Rinf . A fuzzy left ω -word is called accepted word by F , if the 

corresponding left infinite run R  is successful in F . The set of left ω -words recognized 

by F  is a set of labels of right successful runs in F  and is denoted by F(Lω ). 

A run in F  is successful if φ≠∩−
I)(Rinf  and φ≠∩+

B)(Rinf . A fuzzy 

bi-ω  word is called an accepted word by F , if the corresponding run R  is successful in 
F . The set of fuzzy bi-ω  words recognized by F  is a set of labels of successful runs in 

F  and is denoted by )(Fωω L . A set X  of fuzzy bi-ω  words is recognizable if there 

exists a fuzzy bi-ω  automaton F  such that )(= F
ωω LX  or simply )(= FLX . 

A fuzzy bi-ω  language µ  is said to be recognizable if there exists a finite fuzzy 

bi-ω  automaton F . A fuzzy set µ  of ωω A  is bi-ω  rational if µ  is a finite union of 

fuzzy sets of the form ωω XYZ  with YX ,  and Z  are recognizable fuzzy languages of 
some fuzzy automaton. 
 
Theorem 3.2. For each fuzzy bi-ω  language µ  of ωω A , the following conditions are 
equivalent   

    1.  }{ ωωµ AF∈  is recognizable by fuzzy bi-ω  automaton,  

    2.  µ  is shift invariant and is a finite union of the form ],[ YX  for 

)(, ωAFYX ∈ , where X  and Y  are recognizable by fuzzy Buchi automaton,  

    3.  µ  is a finite union of fuzzy sets of the form YX  for )(, ωAFYX ∈ , 

where X  and Y  are recognizable by fuzzy Buchi automaton,  
    4.  µ  is bi-ω  rational.  

Proof: (1) implies (2). Let ),,,,(= BIF fAS  be a fuzzy bi-ω  automaton such that 

)(= F
ωωµ L . Construct two fuzzy Buchi automaton 1F and 2F  for every Ss∈ , 

),,,,(=1 sfAS IF  and ),,,,(=2 BF sfAS . Let )(= 1F
ωLX s  and )(= 2F

ωLYs  be 
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the two fuzzy languages recognized by 1F  and 2F  respectively. Clearly, by construction  

 ].,[= ss
Ss

YXU
∈

µ  

Every fuzzy bi-ω  language is shift invariant. That is no special importance for the origin. 

Further,(2) implies (3). If ],[=
1= jj

n

j
YXUµ , then  

 )(= µτµ i

Zi
U
∈                                                         

(1) 

 








∈

],[=
1=

jj
i
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n

j

YXτUU                                                 (2) 

 .=
1=

jj

n

j

YXU                                                           (3) 

 Now, (3) implies (4). Since X  and Y  are recognizable by fuzzy Buchi automaton, by 
theorem 3.3.2, they are of the form  

 ωω
jj

n

j

n

j
ii

n

i

ZWYVUX UUU
1=1=1=

=       ,=  

Now  

 ωω
jjii

n

j

n

i

ZWUVYX UU
1=1=

=  

where jii WVU ,,  and jZ  are fuzzy languages recognized by some fuzzy automata. 

Hence µ  is bi-ω  rational. To prove, (4) implies (1), let µ  be bi-ω  rational. Then µ  

is a finite union of fuzzy sets of the form ωω XYZ  where YX ,  and Z  are recognizable 
fuzzy languages of some fuzzy automaton. Construct a fuzzy bi-ω  automaton 

),,,,(= BIF fAS , where I  and B  are singleton fuzzy sets such that YX ,  and Z  

are recognizable fuzzy languages of fuzzy automatons I)IF ,,,,(=1 fAS , 

B)IF ,,,,(=2 fAS and ),,,,(==2 BBF fAS  respectively. Hence, ).(= F
ωωωω LXYZ  

 
4. Recognition of fuzzy bi-ω  languages by homomorphism  
This section presents the definitions of semigroup with left infinite product, semigroup 
with bi-infinite product and homomorphism of semigroup with bi-infinite products. Also, 
the equivalence between fuzzy bi-ω  automaton and homomorphism of semigroup with 
infinite product is proved. 
Definition 4.1. Semigroup with left infinite product is a 5-tuple ),*,,,( ∆⋅NM , where   

   • ),( ⋅M  is a semigroup.  

   • NMN →×:*  is the mixed product satisfying for every Mml ∈,  and 

Nn∈ , )(*=)*( lmnlmn ⋅⋅ .  
   • ∆  is the left infinite product.  

Definition 4.2. Semigroup with bi-infinite product is a 4 - tuple ),,,( PLNM , where   

    • M  is a semigroup.  
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    • ),( NM  is a semigroup with infinite product.  

    • ),( LM  is a semigroup with left infinite product.  

with a surjective map PLN →×:λ  such that for LlNn ∈∈ ,  and Nm∈  we have 

).,(=),( mlnlnm λλ  

Definition 4.3. Let ),,,(= 1111 PLNMS  and ),,,(= 2222 PLNMT  be two semigroups 
with bi-infinite product. A homomorphism of semigroups with bi-infinite product is a 
4-tuple ),,,(= 4321 hhhhh  such that ),( 21 hh  is a homomorphism of semigroup with 

infinite product, ),( 31 hh  is a homomorphism of semigroup with left infinite product and 

214 : PPh →  is a map such that for each 11, LlNn ∈∈ , )()(=)( 234 lhnhnlh . 

 
Definition 4.4. Let ),,,(= 1111 PLNMS  and ),,,(= 2222 PLNMT  be two semigroups 

with bi-infinite product. A homomorphism TS→:h  of semigroups with bi-infinite 
product recognize a fuzzy set ),,,(= 4321 µµµµµ  if there exists a fuzzy set 

),,,(= 4321 λλλλλ  such that the following fuzzy diagrams are commutative 

 
Theorem 4.5. Let )(FL  be a fuzzy bi-ω  language recognized by fuzzy bi-ω  automata 

F . Then there exists a homomorphism of semigroups with bi-infinite product which 
recognizes the same fuzzy bi-ω -language. 
Proof: Let ),,,,(= BIF fAS  be a fuzzy bi-ω  automaton recognizing a fuzzy bi-ω  

language )(FL  of ωω A . Without loss of generality, let us assume that XYL =)(F  

with X  is a fuzzy set of ωA  and Y  is a fuzzy set of ωA . 
Y  is the fuzzy set of right infinite words. So, there exists a homomorphism of 

semigroup with right infinite product such that the following diagrams are commutative  

  
In a similar way, since X  is the fuzzy set of left infinite words obtained from ωA , by 
theorem 3.3.1, there exists a homomorphism of semigroup with right infinite product such 
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that the following diagrams are commutative  

  
Theorem 4.6. Let µ  be a fuzzy bi-ω  language recognized by a homomorphism 

S→+ ),,,(: ωωωω AAAAh  of semigroups with bi-infinite product. Then there exists a 

fuzzy bi-ω  automata F  which recognizes the same fuzzy bi-ω  language. 
Proof: Since h  recognize a fuzzy bi-ω  language, there exists the following the 
following commutative fuzzy diagrams  

 
We construct a fuzzy automaton for each fuzzy diagram. Taking union of these fuzzy 
automata, we obtain the required fuzzy bi-ω  automata F  to recognize the same fuzzy bi-
ω  language. 
 
5. Conclusion 
This paper defines the notions of fuzzy bi-ω  automata and fuzzy bi-ω  languages. We 
have analyzed the relationships among the languages recognized by fuzzy bi-ω  automata 
and fuzzy Buchi recognizable languages. Further, we have proved that the fuzzy bi-ω  
language is recognizable by fuzzy bi-ω  automaton if and only if it is recognizable by 
homomorphism of semigroups with infinite product. 
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